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Abstract

Octanox Token provides virtual economy and virtual activity
infrastructure, Octanox running on WAVES blockchain that allow
easy,cheap and fast transaction, Octanox focused on multiple platforms
that would be used for virtual economy and virtual activities. Octanox is
a revolutionary new way to make transactions online. Our unique
platform prevents any interference to Octanox, and its source code
would be considered to release publicly to see. Octanox is a solution to
a growing problem, and would be focused on many virtual sectors to
support virtual activity and economy.
Nowadays people in some countries having problem with banking, we
expect Octanox would solve this problem, beside of that Octanox will
participate on other problem to solve

Introduction

Octanox is an innovative, secure, decentralized and low transaction cost payment
system. The payment solution network is built using the cutting-edge
cryptocurrency technologies.Octanox offered solutions for faster transactions and
unique technology model provided by Waves and using less energy than Bitcoin,
which in turn, makes it more environmentally friendly to our planet. the difference
Octanox and Bitcoin is that Octanox not mineable as Bitcoin. The Octanox
development team consists of highly skilled professionals, who are always thinking
of innovative ways to develop Octanox into the best payment system available in
the cryptocurrency field, and with their skills, there is a major possibility of
Octanox growing into something to compete with Bitcoin. Everything in the twenty
first century is turning digital, and we expect Octanox is one of payment solution to
solve security and transaction speed problem, and currency backed by government
will be abandoned in favor of decentralized forms of monetary exchange. Octanox
was founded in April 2017 with the aim of creating a polished, user-friendly and
cohesive solution for businesses seeking a competitive edge from blockchainbased technology, as well as for everyday users to use to complete regular
transactions amongst peers and merchants. Octanox has worked to smooth away
some of the nascent technology's rougher edges, refining it into a product ready for
wide-scale deployment in global commercial and financial industries. It solves
many of the challenges that bitcoin faces, and it’s the perfect solution to turn
heads in the skeptical financial markets. Previously a company wanting to use
more than one or two advanced functions simultaneously would have had to
navigate a mess of currencies, platform and protocols. This is time consuming,
annoying, and requires unnecessary resources to go to waste. Now the best
blockchain-based applications are available in one meticulously engineered
platform. Octanox is the electronic currency for the future, and expect it will solve
the many problems associated with regular currencies.

Custom Multi Platform

Octanox is supportive of many platforms and it is a major strength that is what
distinguishes it from other failed coins and electronic currencies. It is a
complicated and tough process to integrate a coin into different areas and fields,
and multiple platform currencies are indeed a rare sight. However, Octanox has
bridged this gap and looks to forge onward with this advantage. For consumers, the
advantages of custom multiple platforms is that it reaps the full benefits of each
platform, and you can save time and resources. Everything you need can be
imported and exported between the unique and connected platforms, to satisfy all
your needs.

Humanity Program
We will reserve 1 M Octanox for humanity program we expect the
business running smoothly and we could do marketing methods to
spread the words of Octanox, nowadays humanity is a problem in this
world sadly this is caused because of politic and greedyness, we expect
Octanox could involve on this sector and build partnerships with trusted
humanity institutions to helps Octanox to do humanity program, for
example helping victims of war, sharing foods to poor people, helping
orphan childrens, some medias on television silenced we can conclude
unfairness from that side, we sure Octanox could share happyness to
unlucky people in this world. Humanity program would be documented
and community could see the documentation.

Roadmap

swap and other reasons Transparex changed to Lesfex

Wallet
Octanox will provide unique web wallet with smart features to make economy
activity easier,It will secure OTX as a ticker name, which looks modern and sleek,
and attracts people to take a glance at it. A web wallet is really important to
attract customers and consumers who may not be as technically advanced as
many crypto users are. Web wallets offer a convenient way for consumers to store
and use their Octanox. Regular people do not want to be burdened with
complicated matters such as encryption and downloaded wallets, and Octanox will
help bridge the gap between technical diehards and those who do not use
technology as much. We will offer a secure and encrypted wallet that be
downloaded for those that value security. If you do not know how or do not want to,
you can store your Octanox in an official web wallet sponsored by Octanox itself.
This eliminates the trust factor that consumers must provide a third party when
they use web wallets. This is another huge advantage that Octanox will exploit to
become a rival to the entrenched cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum. The
web wallet would be provided on OctaGUI, and will have the necessary security
features in place to prevent abuse and hacks. Things like two factor authentication
and refreshing passwords will be available for those who want it, and ample
precautions will be in place to ward off hackers and password crackers. The web
wallet will be housed in its own website that will be accessible through the
Octanox ICO thread as soon as the wallet is developed. The wallet will also be
converted into an app for mobile users, as phones are a big part of the future.

OTXPay

OTXPay is payment gateway that could be integrated with platforms to purchase
virtual items, it would be integrated with softuo, SurviZ Webshop, SurviZ OTX
deposit, and online shops, with OTXPay transaction would be safe,secure and fast
it would make user comfortable, OTXPay require some confirmations to process
the purchases to make the transaction secure. OTXPay would be useful and we can
say it as escrow robot because its automatic system.

Softuo

Softuo is a web agency allied strategically with Octanox. Use our web design and
development services, application development, online marketing, corporate
identity, and so forth, happily paying with OTX this is one of bridges to use
octanox, from softuo users can pay service to build website, online shop or online
service to accept octanox and users can integrate their online service with
OTXPay if they are merchants.

Lesfex

Lesfex is one of Octanox business branches, we expect we can earn future
development funds from Lesfex, Lesfex is a cryptocurrency exchange with unique
business model, if general exchange listing fee running to founder pocket or
unknown place, 100% Lesfex listing fee would be used for marketing and want to
reserve sponsorship program, and we want to make Lesfex as transparant
exchange to increase trust from users and business client.

Unique Distribution

Octanox was in Bitcoin blockchain and had 25 M Premine amount 4 M reserved for
Development and Bounties, 21 M used for ICO and 17 M already Burned, Around 4
M OTX already sold and unsold coins already burned as mentioned above. And we
Swap Octanox to Waves Token for stabilization reason with 8.5 M Fixed supply.
These days many altcoins die because of the uncontrollable supplies that are
pumped in by the creators because of greed and impatience. A slow and steady
supply of coins integrated into the economy is essential for the future of Octanox.
Inflation applies to crypto just as much as it does to fiat, and many alt coins have
died to the lack of understanding of this. Octanox expect won’t make amateur
mistakes like uncontrolled pumps because of our unique distribution strategy, The
following section will be dedicated to displaying how Octanox will be distributed.
Distribution is one of important aspects for cryptocurrency stabilization.

Unique PoW System (Proof of Work) - Before the swap

The proof of work system is a popular system that many prominent altcoins use. In
this phase, Octanox would be mineable and during this time miners could start to
mine Octanox. Unlike Bitcoin, would offer relatively low mining rewards, as we do
have a hybrid system with both PoW as well as PoS, which will be discussed later.
For the Proof of Work system, miners would earn 0.5 Octanox per block mined for
stage one and it has unique mining structure, as well as transaction fees. this
reward will decrease, until the Octanox has gotten to a point where the transaction
fees are enough to sustain miners.

7. Marketing
Marketing is our weapon to increase the value of Octanox and get new
comers, we have a plan to open seminars in America and Europe,
Octanox supply is only 8.5 M imagine if 2000 people involved to Octanox,
and Octanox has thousands of merchants that accepting Octanox as
payment.

Specification Before Swap

Coin Name: Octanox
Coin Abbreviation: OTX
Coin Type: Pow-Pos
Hashing Algorithm: X11
Block Time: 120 seconds
Block Reward: variable (from 0.5 OTX to 0.1 OTX)

Before SWAP

Year interest: 0.1%

Premine Amount: 25,000,000 OTX
PoW Coins: 25,000,000 OTX
Supply: 50,000,000 OTX
Maximum Supply: up to 100,000,000 OTX with PoS
Maximum Block Size: 2MB
PoS activation: after PoW end

Current Specification

Octanox is waves token, transaction depend on waves blockchain that giving many
benefits for example its security and speed

Development

For the first stage we would be focused on OTXPay and SurviZ, why we focus on
Transparex and SurviZ? Transparex is an exchange that will open for cryptoworld
from it can gives the project funds for future development for the project and
update the features of SurviZ it will be transparant to users with its unique
features, there are millions of gamers in this world thats why we chosen SurviZ on
the roadmap, we have mission to increase cryptocurrency users from gaming
world.

What is SurviZ?

SurviZ is the first blockchain 2D open world multiplayer survival game that will
allow in game economy, players should survive the character from zombie
apocalypse and survive from other players, player must find food,water and items
to stay alive.
There are millions of user on gaming world, so we have mission why we would be
focused on SurviZ development, we targeting gamers for crypto market, we expect

new comers for crypto user, beside for fun SurviZ would be one of crypto
education bridges for new comers.
Here the features:

-Hunger system

Player need to find foods by exploring the map items would be spreaded in the
different places hunger indicator would be decreased as long the player online if
the hunger status 0% it will decrease health of the character.

-Thirsty system

Player need to find drinks to increase thirsty status on the indicator, if the thirsty
status 0% it will decrease health of the character.

-Random items spawn

Useful items would be spreaded on different places, player can find bread for
example, items would be respawned on scheduled time.

-Backpack system

looted items could be stored on backpack but it has maximum spaces.

-Weapon system
Weapons are really rare because the city already messed by the zombie
apocalypse, Ammo would be purchaseable by using OTX on scheduled time and the
amount limited, we expect ammo trading on Transparex or In game ammo trading.

Clan

Players can build clan to survive together againts zombies,players, and other clans.

-Random zombies spawn

Zombie would be spawned randomly

-In game items trade

Player can trade items in game safely on tradezone

-Trade zone

In this area player can’t hit each other because this is greenzone, so players can
trade items safely.

-Scheduled airdrop

Foods and random items would be spawned on scheduled time, players will get
notification for airdrop and navigation would be appeared on screen, becareful from
other player.

-Webshop

Rare items with limited stock would be available on webshop to purchase by using
OTX.

Features changeable it depend on situation we will announce it if there are
changes for transparency.

For first stage SurviZ would be available for Android in the future it may be
available for other operating systems
More features would be added

Endnotes

We would like to offer a big thank you to you for taking the
time to read our whitepaper and consider Octanox. Octanox
has huge potential and with our strong team, our multiple
platforms, our roadmap to a future based around Octanox, and
our unique distribution strategy, it is not hard to see why we
are the coin of the future. Octanox will dominate the market in
the future, and you have an exciting opportunity to be a part of
our consumer base early on. Thank you for your consideration
into Octanox, the currency of the future!

